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ABSTRACT

This paper proposes a MSHMM(Multi-Section Hidden Markov Model) recognition method based on Fuzzy Concept, as 

a method on the speech recognition of speaker-independent,

In this recognition method, training data are divided into several section and multi-observation sequences given proper 

probabilities by fuzzy rule according to order of short distance from MSVQ codebook per each section are obtained. 

Thereafter, the HMM per each section using this multi-observation sequences is generated, and in case of recognition, a 

word that has the most highest probability is selected as a recognized word.

In this paper, other experiments to compare with the res니ts of these experiments are implemented by the various conven

tional recognition methods(DP, MSVQ, DMS, general HMM) under the same data.

Through results of all-round experiment, it is proved that the proposed MSHMM based on fuzzy concept is superior to 

DP method, MSVQ method, DMS model and general HMM model in recognition rate and computational time, and does 

not decrease recognition rate as 92.81% in spite of increment of speaker number.

I. Introduction

In the speech recognition of word unit, there are DP 

method0, VQ2, 4) or MSVQ6> method and HMM7- 8, 9). 

Generally DP method requires many memory for 

templates and has computational load. VQ or MSVQ 

take advantages of less memory for templates but its per

formance is not high.

Therefore, 니MM in better recognition method than 

them is selected nowadays. But also in the case of general 

HMM, many speaker's data for training are needed, and 

the other speakers' speech(the speaker who did not par

ticipate in training models) has notably low recognition 

rate. So in this study, we will use multi-observation se

quence brought in fuzzy concept. With this, in order to 

increase recognition rate and reduce computational time, 

we will get multi-observation sequence by MSVQ codebook, 

and train the MSHMM parameters using multi-observation 

sequence by multi-section. And in the recognitions, the 

MSHMM model compared with probabilities of candi

date words.

General HMM selects the codeword with the most
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shortest distance between a vector of VQ codebook and 

vector by a certain frame of training data into VQ. On 

the contrary, This model get muti-observation sequence 

per section by fuzzy concept using distances among 

vectors of MSVQ codebook and a frame vector of training 

data. Therefore, the symbol that can't have a probability 

in training sets because it is not selected as the shortest 

distance in case of general HMM, can get proper prob

ability, if such symbol belongs to multi-symbol by fuzzy 

concept, and because of them, we can be improved recog

nition rate.

And, as MSVQ which include time information against 

VQ reduces computation time and increases recognition 

rate, MSHMM against HMM reduces computation time 

and increases recognition rate by dividing section.

In this study, we do endpoint detection with ZCR and 

energy, and use double feature vectors which use LPC 

cepstrum as static feature vector and regression coef

ficient of LPC cepstrum as dynamic feature vector.

II. Proposed Speech Recognition System

In case of general discrete 니MM, it is regarded that 

only a symbol is observed by each frame vector, but this 

study applies fuzzy rule which can make multi-symbol 

with appropriate weights for each frame vector. The symbol 
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which was not included in recognition experiment can't 

be recognized because the symbol which did not selected 

in HMM training can not have probability in training 

course. Therefore, setting up multi-symbol can make the 

possibility of recognition higher because it can have prob

ability that belongs to some symbols that will observe in 

the same vector.

Moreover, in recognition by general HMM, VQ codebook 

is generated first, and observation sequence makes based 

on this codebook. So it has low recognition rate because 

it does not include information about variation of time. 

In this study, to overcome this we train MSHMM 

parameters after dividing training data into some sc이ions 

and abtaining multi-observation sequence from MSVQ 

codebook, and also recognize after dividing inp나t. data 

into some sections in recognition.

Therefore, this model is called MSHMM, and when 

recognition is done by MSHMM, recognition time becomes 

faster and recognition rate becomes higher.

1. Basic Theory

In the model proposed, we make to change speech sig

nal into multi-observation seq니cnccs through the courses 

of pre-processing, feature extraction, data compression 

and so on. After finishing these analysis, this study makes 

MSVQ codebook, and then we optimize MSHMM 

parameters using fuzzy concept and multi

section concept and recognize as the same method.

1.1 MSVQ Theory

According to Burton's6* speech recognition which uses 

MSVQ codebook, we can know that recognition rate and 

recognition time can be higher and shorter than the cthod 

which uses VQ because of application of time infor 

mation. For applying time reduction and time infor

mation to HMM model, this study carry out recognition 

experiment by MSHMM model using MSVQ codebook.

MSVQ codebook about training data shares those into 

some sections, and then VQ codebook of each section is 

made by using clustering algorithm. That is, 2 MSVQ 

codebook are made by dividing training data into 2 

sections, and the codebook of each section is composed 

of 128 codeword, and the number of total codewords is 

256. And, 4 MSVQ codebook are made by dividing train

ing data into 4 sections, and the codebook of each section 

is composed of 64 codeword, and the number of total 

codewords is 256.

In the same words, their speeches are not of the same 

waves because of the difference of individual's utterence. 

Even same person s same words differ according to vari

ation of time. This makes speech recognition more diffi

cult.

In this paper, we will overcome these problems using 

fuzzy concept and multisection concepts. That is to say, 

the method to get the observation sequence in general 

HMM chooses one symbol of the shortest distance 

between the vector of each frame and codewords of VQ 

codebook. By the way, in this study, we suggest the way 

that chooses several symbols of similar characteristics per 

vector of each frame.

fuzzy rule which is used in computing multi-observation 

sequence is such as

T S -■ S

ws-——— (1)

I w 1

Where, s means the order when it is marked by the or

der of small distance values between vectors of a frame 

and each codeword of codebook, and S means the num

ber of multi-symbol which will be selected out of vector 

of each frame. And ws is the weight of s,h symbol.

This study experiments on S. varying it from 2 to 8. 

According to the experiment, it is proved that selection of 

so many number of symbols is meaningless, we get the 

best recognition rate in case of 6, so fuzzy concept used 

in this study is adopted S = 6.

2. Speech recognition by proposed method

2.1 I비내M Principle using f나zzy concept

The model notation used in MSHMM which applies 

fuzzy concept by two features vector is the same as below

N = number of states in the model

M = number of observation symbols

T = length of the multi-observation sequence

S = number of symbols observed of each vector

Q = {아］, 이ates

V={vi, v2，…，vM}, discrete set of possible symbol 

observations

A = { ajj}, = Pr(qj at t +1 Iq, at t), state transition prob- 

ability distribution

When klh vector has multi-symbol set {vkl, vk2,---,vks 

Vks} under 다j state, if the weight set at that time is {wkl, 

Wk2,…，WkS,…，Wks}, then

1.2 이ulti-symb이 using fuzzy
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E ws (k,) = 1 (2)
s= 1

So probability that klh vector selects multi-symbol vk = {vks) 

under 屮 state is

s
B = {bj (k)}, bj (k) = L ws (kJ bjs (ks) (3)

S=1

(1 MjM N), (1 M k MM), (1 M sMS)

几={花},抓=pr(q; at t= 1), initial state distribution

O = Ob O2,...,OH...,OT, observation symbol

O( = {Ou, Ol2,..., Ots}, composition of multi-symbol of tlh 

vector.

According to results of reference (8), we apply for 

doubly feature vector in this study. That is, symbol of 

static feature vector at time t, Ot1 is not correlation with 

symbol of dynamic feature vector, OtD, as follows

bs(Ot)-Pr(Ot|S)

=bj (Ot')bsD(OsD) (4)

bs'COt1) is the probability of symbol by static vector in 

state S.

bsD(OiD) is the probability of symbol by dynamic vector 

in state S.

Therefore,

s s
E Ws(Os)bs(Os)= E W'(Os)bJ(Ob「)b,D(OiD) (5)

s =I s= I

In using doubly feature vector, each weight w is 

computed when multi-symbol is obtained by each vector. 

If we call weight by 아atic feature vector Ws'Cks1) and 

weight by dynamic feature vector wsD(ksD), fuzzy concept 

is adopted with 5 techniques.

① Ws(kJ = Ws'(kJ) (6)

② Ws (kJ = ws 1 (ks') * Ws D (ks D) (7)

③ wjk) = WsMkJ) +wsD(ksD) (8)

④ Ws(kJ = Ws'(ks') V wsD(ksD) (9)

⑤ wjks)= 妃皈') A WsWks비 (10)

This models can be marked A.= (A, B,兀)and when it is 

adopted practically we can consider it by sharing to 

algorithms for making model and for recognizing.

2.1.1 Model generation
When we wish to calculate the probability of the obser

vation sequence O, given the model A, in front of 

reestimation for HMM parameters, forward-backward 

procedure is used as a efficient one. First, we can con

sider the forward variable, at (i), defined as:

at(i) = Pr(O), OjO(, L = 이Q

(O( — {Oti, Ot2O(s})

this is the probability of partial multi-observation se

quence and q, at time t, given the model 人.We can solve 

for at(i) inductively, as follows.

step 1. Initialization

s
ai(i) = ni bj(O|) = E 殆 ws(Ols)bis(Ols) (11)

s= 1

,i M i M N

step 2. for t- 1, 1 M i M N

N S

为 + |。)드£ a")% E ws(O{l +i)s)bjs(O(1+])s) (12)
i = I s = I

Step 3. then,

N

P(이 人) = ⑴ (13)
i = I

In a similar manner we can consider a backward vari

able, pt (i), defined as：

Pi (i) = Pr(Q +iQt +2，…, Ot 一 I, Ot IL = ＜扣,A.)

(Ot = {Otb O(2Ots})

we can solve for &(i) inductively, as fallows：

step L Initialization

#T(i) = 1, 1 M i M N (14)

step 2. for「드T-l, 1, 1 M i M N

N S
& (i) = 12 E Sjj ws(O(i + |)s)bjs(O(t +!)$)& +1 (j) (15)

i = 1 s=1

Where, a problem is to adjust the model parameters A, 

B and it to maximize the probability of the multi

observation sequence given the model. Therefore an iterative 

procedure, such as the Baum-Welch method fbr optimization 

must be used.

Using the formulas (16), (17), and (18), we can use the 

Baum-W이ch method to reestimate value of the HMM 

parameters using fuzzy concept.

后 그 儿 ⑴, 1 M i M N (16)
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T-1 s
E E at (i) a(J ws (O(l +,)) bjs (O(t +1)) +1 (j)

- t = I s=I , 、
% =-------------- 占------------------------ (17)

E务(i) &⑴ 
t = I

E a((j)&(j)
— I = I, Q = "
bj(k) =------- - ------------------- (18)

E %(j)&(j)
I = i

2.1.2 Recognition Algorithm
Algorithms used in recognition is not only forward

backward algorithm but also Vitervi algorithm7*. Forward 

algorithm according to result of reference (11) is used as 

recognition algorithm of this paper.

2.2. Structure of this recognition system

Generally, HMM gets observation sequence with VQ 

codebook, but MSHMM using fuzzy concept gets multi

observation sequence with MSVQ codebook, divides into 

sections of training data as many as sections of MSVQ, 

and trains HMM per each section. Figure 1 shows flowchart 

for it.

Fig. 1. The method of model generation

Fig. 2. The recognition method of this model

Also in recognition, after the sections of test data is 

divided into as those of training set, it is recognized on 

the basis of it. Because the probability can be computed 

per each section, the recognition experiment can be 

accomplished at the faster speed by decreasin응 candidates, 

the flowchart of it is shown in figure 2.

This study uses left-to-right mod이 that allow only 

single transitions.

HI. Evaluation experiments and results

In speech recognition of male speaker-independent, we 

chose out Korean 146 DDD area names as the recog

nition vocabulary, model is made by words spoken two 

times by five men and we recognize with training data 

spoken two times by five men. And, in case of the other 

methods, we use the same data for comparison.

1. Construction for recognition system

Fig. 3 represents the speech recognition system accord

ing to proposed model, and we use sampling frequency as

mode 1 : training set 
mode 2 : test set

Fig. 3 Block diagram of system
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8KHz, LPF as 3.5K니z, and feature parameter as 10th 

LPC cepstrum coefficient.

2. Result by other 저assical Recognition Method

In this experiment, in the case of DP pattern matching, 

clustering algorithm is used for the method selecting ref

erence pattern, and the method11 of Sakoe and Shiba is 

used for gloval and local path constraint. In the case of 

speech recognition by MSVQ，6\ the number of section 

per words is experimented in 8, and the codebook size for 

each section is 4 and codeword of the total 32 is selected. 

Result for those is shown in table 1.

(unit: %)
Table 1. Recognition rates by classical method

method 
speaker

DP method MSVQ method

speaker A 81.85 75.34

speaker B 79.45 72.6()

speaker C 81.51 77.05

speaker D 80.82 79.45

speaker E 79.45 7397

Total 80.62 75.68

3. Result by general 너MM Recognition Method

In general HMM, one method that LPC cepstrum 

coefficients is used as static feature parameters and the 

other method8, n) that LPC cepstrum coefficients and re

gression coefficients of its are used as double feature vec

tor is experimented with. In this, 256 codewords are given 

for each feature vectors and number of state is 8. Result 

for those is shown in table 2.

(unit: %)
Table 2. Recognition rate of general HMM

feature vector 
speaker

HMM using static 
feature vector

HMM using doubly 
feature vector

speaker A 85.96 89.38

speaker B 80.82 84.59

speaker C 83.90 88.01

speaker D 82.88 85.62

speaker E 81.51 84.93

Total 83.이 86.51

4. Result by the supposed Recognition System

First, the experiment is done by multi-observation se

quence using fuzzy concept. On the basis of this, 

MSHMM by concept of multiseclion is experimented. 

This is experimented in two cases. The first method 

experiments in state 8 and the codebook size 256 by only 

LPC cepstmm coefficient. After surveying the result of 

the first experiment, using LPC cepstrum coefficients as 

static feature vector and regression coefficients of its as 

dynamic feature vector, the second method experiments 

in state 4 and the codebook size 256.

4.1 The case of using only static feature vector

4.1.1 Experiment result using fuzzy concept
Multi-symbol is obtained by expression (1). Number of 

multi-symbol S is from 2 to 8. The case of modeling and 

recognition by multi-symbol, and the other case of 

modeling by multi-symbol and recognition by only single 

symbol are shown in table 3. In these experiments, the 

case of recognition by only single symbol is better than 

the other, number of symbol 6 shows the best recognition 

rate.

(unit: %)
Table 3. Result of HMM using fuzzy rule.

number of symbol 
speaker

2 3 4 5 6 7 8

multi-symbol 87.05

85.00

88.49 88.84 89.25 89.59 89.32 89.04

single symbol 87.60 88.36 89.38 90.14 89.59 88.77

4.1.2 Experiment result by MSHMM using fuzzy 
concept

In HMM recognition using fuzzy concept, the best rec

ognition rate is shown when number of multi-symbol is 6. 

Therefore, this factor are used in MSHMM. This exper

iment is done in section 2 and 4. When the section is 2, 

number of symbol of each section is 128. When the sec

lion is 4, number of symbol of each section is 64. In the 

case of 2 section, after the first section is recognized, 20 

candidates of 146 words are selected, and a word of those 

is recognized in the second section. Jn the case of 4 sec

tion, after the first section is reco응nized, 50 candidates of 

146 words are selected, in the second section, 20 

candidates, in the third section, only 5 candidates. Therefore, 

recognition time can be reduced. The recognition rate 

according to number of section is shown in the table 4.

The recognition rate of MSHMM using fuzzy concept, 

when number of section is 2, number of multi-symbol is
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(unit: %)
Table 4. Result of MSHMM by number of section

number of section 
speaker

1 2 4

speaker A 92.81 93.49 91.10

speaker B 88.01 89.04 84.93

speaker C 89.38 90.41 89.38

speaker D 90.07 91.44 89.04

speaker E 90.41 92.12 88.70

total 90.14 91.30 88.64

(unit ： %)
Table 6- Result of MSHMM by number of section

n나mber of section 
speaker

1 2 4

speaker A 94.18 95.21 92.47

speaker B 80.75 90.41 88.70

speaker C 92.47 93.15 89.73

speaker D 이.79 92.47 89.38

speaker E 91.47 92.81 89.38

total 92.33 92.81 89.93

6, is the best in recognition by only static feature vector.

4.2 The case using doubly feature vector

4.2.1 Result by HMM experiment using fuzzy 
concept

Recognition experiments selected only static feature 

vector are shown best recognition rate, when nymber of 

multi-symbol is 6. Therefore, we apply this factor in the 

case of experiments using doubly feature vector. Expression 

(6), (7), (8), (9) and (10) is applied in 니MM. The result 

of this experiment is shown in the ta이c 5.

(unit ： %)
Table 5. Results of HMM's by 5 methods

technique 
speaker ① ② ③ ④ ⑤

speaker A 92.81 94.18 93.15 92.81 92.81

speaker B 90.75 90.75 90.75 90.75 90.75

speaker C 92.47 92.47 92.81 92.47 92.47

speaker D 91.44 91.79 91.10 91.44 91,10

speaker E 91.10 92.47 91.79 91.79 92.12

total 91.71 92.33 91.92 91.85 91.85

5. All-round experiment res니It

This study compares method by MS버MM model using 

fuzzy concept. In this comparision, memorys, comp나la- 

tional times and recognition rates is shown in la비e 7. 

Rabincr's expression10* is used in computation for these. 

In this, average frame number is 40.

Table 7. All-round experimental result

class
method

method computation rate(%)

DP 64.240 1,284,800 multiply 80.62

MSVQ 51,392 515,088 multiply 75.68

HMM by single vector 311,168
206,080 multiply

93,440 log
83.01

272,000 multiply
HMM by doubly vector 306,976 46,720 log

86.51

HMM of fuzzy concept 206,080 multiply
90.14

by single vector 311,168 93,440 log

MSHMM of fuzzy concept 
by single vector

311,168
106,240 multiply

49,920 log
91.3()

HMM of fuzzy concept 
of doubly vector

306,976
272,000 multiply

46,720 log
92.33

MSHMM of fuzzy concept 
of doubly vector

306,976
137,600 Tmilliply

24,960 log
92.81

4.2.2 Result from MSHMM experiment using 
fuzzy concept

In 니MM recognition using fuzzy concept, the best rec

ognition rate is shown when expression (7) is applied, 

Therefore, this expression is used in MSHMM.

This experiment is the same as the case of MSHMM 

using only static feature vector. The experiment result by 

this system is shown in the ta미e 6.

In this experiment, when number of section is 2, num

ber of multi-symbol is 6, the recognition rate of 

MS니MM using fuzzy concept, is the best.

IV. Conclusions

In speech recognition using HMM model, it is import

ant to learn parameters of model. This study proposes 

MSHMM model using MSVQ codebook and fuzzy, and 

isolated word recognition experiment of speaker-indepen

dent is accomplished by this model. Besides the speech 

recognition experiments by the proposed model, for com

parison with it, we perform the experiments by DP, 

MSVQ and general HMM under same condition and 

data.
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In the case of recognition by DP pattern matching 

method, storage is too large, and time is too long. In 

MSVQ, storage is small, but recognition rate is low. In 

the case of HMM, it takes too long time to make a 

model, it demands many data, and when it is used for 

speech recognition of speaker-independent, it demands 

many training data of many speakers.

In this system, we can be reduced error rate by 

MSHMM using fuzzy concept, and can be much shorter 

recognition time and can m니ch higher recognition rate by 

reduction of candidates because model is learned and 

recognized in each section.

In the proposed method, computational time and rec

ognition rate of MSHMM that the state number is 4 and 

LPC cepstrum coefficient and regression coefficient are 

used as feature vectors are better than those of MSHMM 

that the state number is 8 and LPC cepstrum coefficient 

is used as feature parameter.

On the whole, it is proved that MSHMM model using 

MSVQ codebook and fuzzy concept proposed in this 

paper is superior to DP method, MSVQ and general 

HMM model.
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